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DROP IN SHIP-TO-HOME ORDERS MAKES IMPACT
  The U.S. online grocery market generated $6.7 billion in 
sales during July for an overall sales decline of 2%.
  According to the latest Brick Meets Click/Mercatus 
Grocery Shopping Survey, ship-to-home sales in July 2021 
declined to $1.4 billion while the combined pickup/delivery 
segment remained steady at $5.3 billion for the third straight 
month.
  The survey found that the overall sales decline of 2% was 
driven largely by an 8% drop in ship-to-home sales vs. June, 
while pickup/delivery sales have stabilized. Sales levels for 
pickup/delivery and ship-to-home are respectively 4.5 and 
1.8 times greater than pre-COVID sales in August 2019.
  The ongoing independent research initiative, created 
and conducted by Brick Meets Click and sponsored by 
Mercatus, showed that July’s overall sales decline was 
caused by a decrease in spending per order and a slight 
drop in monthly order frequency, which were partially offset 
by an increase in the number of monthly active users (MAU).
  Survey results indicate the weighted average 
spending per order across all three receiving 
methods shrank more than 5% in July 2021 
compared to June due to two factors. First, the 
ship-to-home average order value (AOV) was 
nearly 19% lower than it was in June 2021, while 
the pickup/delivery AOV essentially held steady.
  In addition, ship-to-home captured a larger 
share of orders on a month-over-month basis, which 
contributed further downward pressure on the top-line AOV 
because ship-to-home’s spending per order is typically about 
half that of pickup and delivery orders, according to Brick 
Meets Click.
  Order frequency dipped slightly, just under 1%, to 2.68 
orders per monthly active user during July 2021 as compared 
to 2.7 during the prior month. Ship-to-home grew its share 
of monthly online grocery orders by nearly three percentage 
points in July to 34%.
  Although this resulted in a share loss for the pickup and 
delivery segment overall, delivery performed well, while 
pickup lost five share points on a month-over-month basis. 
Notably, more than four in 10 MAUs have placed three or 
more orders per month since January 
2021, stabilizing after COVID-19 peak 
levels in 2020.
  The number of U.S. households that 
bought groceries online in July, using 
any of the three receiving methods, 
jumped nearly 5% to 66.5 million 
households compared to June 2021. 
This gain reflects increases across all 
age groups with the youngest (18-29) 
climbing the fastest by more than 7%.
  Brick Meets Click conducted the 
survey on July 29-30, 2021, with 1,892 
adults, 18 years and older.

SURVEY: ONLINE GROCERY SALES DECLINE 2% IN JULY
ADVERTISER NEWS
  In its push for record sales in the U.S., Kia has been add-
ing models at a brisk pace in recent years. They include 
the popular Seltos and Telluride crossovers, as well as the 
Stinger sports sedan that shares its rear-wheel-drive plat-
form with luxury brand Genesis. Kia has also been cutting 
back elsewhere. Kia cut the Cadenza and K900 sedans 
this year, and the Stinger is likely to be next. The subcom-
pact Rio sedan could also be cut at the end of its current life 
cycle, Automotive News reports… The Pfizer-BioNTech 
two-dose vaccine, which has been administered to millions 
of people throughout the U.S. and elsewhere, has received 
full approval from the FDA after having previously been 
cleared for emergency use in the fact of the pandemic… 
Target is expanding its partnership with Disney in time for 
the holiday season. The discount giant will nearly triple the 
number of Disney shops within its stores to more than 160 
Target locations by the end of the year. Target launched its 
in-store and online partnership with Disney in 2019, open-

ing in-store Disney shops in 25 locations, as 
well as a complementary online experience... 
The wages paid to hourly workers in the fast-
food industry jumped 10% in Q2, the biggest 
increase in years, according to a new report 
from Black Box Intelligence and Snagajob. 
Turnover has increased in food-service jobs 
and workers are demanding higher wages and 

benefits… Petco CEO Ron Coughlin said 87% of its on-
line orders were fulfilled in stores in Q2, helping the chain 
achieve gains on both its top and bottom lines. Coughlin 
said that fulfilling orders locally helps the pet products re-
tailer get items to its customers more quickly and at a lower 
cost than its online-only rivals… BJ’s Wholesale Club said 
that it achieved 4% comp sales growth during Q2 as its 
club membership grew by 3% and its membership income 
rose 7.6%... Taco Bell is naming rapper Lil Nas X, a for-
mer store associate, to the new honorary position of chief 
impact officer. In his new role, Lil Nas X will collaborate on 
the Taco Bell brand experience from the inside out. In his
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AVAILS
  KPRC 2, the Graham Media Group-owned, NBC-affiliated 
station in Houston, is in search of a New Business / Digital 
Sales Account Executive. The primary goal 
of the Account Executive is to generate new 
revenue using strategic prospecting tools and 
by composing and presenting compelling, 
multiplatform marketing solutions. Must be 
able to develop new revenue for all properties, 
including KPRC 2, MeTV and Click2Houston.
com. 3-5 years of sales and / or digital sales experience 

preferred. Follow THIS LINK to apply. EOE. 
  KXAS-TV and KXTX -TV, the 
NBCUniversal television stations in 
DFW, are looking for a dynamic Account 
Executive to join the Local Sales team. 
This position is primarily responsible for 
maintaining and growing sales revenue, 
as well as cultivating and developing new 
advertisers for the station’s multiplatform 
properties. The ability to work at the local 
level with clients of all levels of business 
is paramount, from large cap, medium 

and small businesses, in addition to exploring unique paths 
to procure business. CLICK HERE for more details or to 
apply. EOE.
  WPBF 25, the Hearst Television ABC affiliate in West Palm 
Beach, Fla., is looking for a Multimedia Sales Account 
Executive. Come work for a market-leading station and 
an industry-leading ownership group. If you’re competitive, 
driven by success and love to win, we want to talk to you! We 
offer very competitive commission rates, bonuses, a great 
benefits package, opportunities for advancement, and a 
great team environment. As a bonus, you’ll get to enjoy the 
lifestyle that living in South Florida offers! CLICK HERE to 
apply.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

FOR DOLLAR STORES, BUSINESS IS BOOMING
  A growing number of Americans are relying on dollar stores 
for everyday needs, especially groceries, as the coronavirus 
pandemic drags into its 18th month, The Washington Post 
reports.
  Chains such as Dollar General and Dollar Tree are 
reporting blockbuster sales and profits, and proliferating so 
quickly that some U.S. cities want to limit their growth. The 
1,650 dollar stores expected to open this year represent 
nearly half of all new national retail openings, according to 
Coresight Research.
  Foot traffic at the largest such chain, Dollar General, is up 
32% from pre-pandemic levels, far outpacing the 3% increase 
at Walmart, Placer.ai says.
  Analysts say the explosive rise of dollar stores is yet another 
example of how the pandemic has reshaped the economy 
and widened the gulf between the wealthiest and poorest 
Americans. Rising grocery prices — inflation is up 5.4% from 
last year — coupled with disproportionately high job losses 
have left many vulnerable Americans in even worse shape.
  There are more than 34,000 dollar stores in the U.S., more 
than all Walmart, Starbucks and McDonald’s businesses 
combined.

SHOPPERS RETURN TO STORES, BUT CAUTIOUSLY
  The delta variant of COVID-19 concerns consumers, but 
not enough to keep them home. That’s according to a new 
survey from shopping rewards app Shopkick, which found 
that 61% of respondents are taking extra precautions when 
shopping in-store.
  Of those cautious respondents, most are once again 
masking up while shopping (82%), using disinfectants on 
hands and carts (79%), shopping at less busy times (66%), 
using debit/credit cards to avoid exchanging cash (63%), 
and utilizing self-checkout (59%).
  A vast majority (85%) who are worried 
about shopping in-store are concerned 
that other shoppers are not taking the 
proper safety precautions. To feel safer, 
70% of worried respondents expect 
retailers to enforce safety precautions. 
However, 59% of worried shoppers fear 
retailers will fall short of this expectation.
  Despite fears, shoppers are still headed 
in-store. Two-thirds of respondents (67%) 
report taking the same amount of trips to 
the store per week as they did the prior 
month, and 10% have found themselves going more often.

TV AD SPEND ON BEER SOARS NEARLY 50% YOY
  Beer advertising on linear TV in 2021 has risen 49% 
year-over-year through Aug. 15, with spending estimated 
at $525.8 million, according to data from iSpot.tv. The 
researcher attributed the surge largely to the return of live 
sports, with 56% of the spend so far this year coming in 
such events as NFL, NBA and college basketball games.
  Beer ads also grew to 4.2% of all impressions during the 
recent Olympics, up from 2.9% in 2016, iSpot.tv said.
  The biggest spender so far in 2021: AB inBev’s Modelo, 
up 82.8% to $68 million. Spending on another AB-owned 
Mexican beer, Corona Extra, increased even more, up 
132.7% to $44.3 million.
  Hard seltzer’s share of beer brand linear TV advertising, 
which was 4% in 2019 and shot up to 24.7% in 2020, has 
risen again to more than 28% so far this year — or $150.1 
million, said iSpot.tv. The leading spender in the category: 
AB’s Bud Light Seltzer, with spending up 33.33% to $32.9 
million.

NAR: U.S. HOME SALES CLIMBED 2% LAST MONTH
  The U.S. housing market remained strong in July, with 
sales of previously owned homes rising at a faster pace 
than the prior month as high prices prompted owners to put 
more properties on the market, The Wall Street Journal 
reports.
  Sales rose 2% in July from the prior month to a seasonally 
adjusted annual rate of 5.99 million, up from a revised 1.6% 
gain in June, the National Association of Realtors said 
yesterday. July sales were up 1.5% from a year earlier.
  Still, the chaotic market is showing signs of calming down 
— especially for higher-priced homes — with prices easing 
slightly and the inventory of homes for sale increasing last 
month.
  “It is still a very swift, fast-moving market, but there is some 
indication that the market is less intensely heated now than 
before,” said Lawrence Yun, NAR’s chief economist.
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FunnyTweeter.com

I only sleep on one side of 
my bed because the clean 

laundry sleeps on the other.
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DONE DEAL
  Nexstar Media has named Stephen Eaton VP and GM 
of its broadcast and digital operations in Billings, Mont. 
(DMA #167), overseeing KSVI-TV (ABC), yourbigsky.com, 
and their related mobile and social media channels. Eaton 
will also oversee the company’s operational agreements 
with Mission Broadcasting, providing services to KHMT-
TV (FOX) in Billings. Eaton brings more than 25 years of 
broadcast management and sales experience to his new role 
at Nexstar. He’s served as General Sales Manager at KTVQ-
TV (CBS) in Billings since February 2016. Prior to leading 

the sales operations at KTVQ-TV, Eaton 
served as Senior Account Manager at 
KUSA-TV in Denver. He earlier held 
leadership roles at stations in Colorado 
Springs, Colo.; Greenville, S.C.; and 
Orlando, Fla.

ADVERTISER NEWS
(Continued from Page 1)
first 60 days, Lil Nas X and Taco Bell 
are teaming up to offer an exclusive 
experience around the upcoming release 

of his album Montero, launching Taco Bell’s newest menu 
innovations, and tapping into his history as a Taco Bell 
associate. The rapper worked in an Atlanta-area Taco Bell 
store in 2017... Publix Super Markets continues to expand 
its specialty natural and organic foods banner. The newest 
GreenWise Market is located in Tampa, Fla., in the Water 
Street Tampa downtown development. The 26,000-square-
foot store is the anchor retail tenant at Heron, the first 
apartment building to open at Water Street. It’s the second 
GreenWise to be located in a high-rise, multiuse building. 
Publix debuted its first new concept, GreenWise Market, 
in October 2018, in Tallahassee, Fla. Nine stores are now 
open (including the Tampa location) A tenth is planned, for 
St. Augustine, Fla.
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Standard Media Index

The U.S. ad economy 
expanded 43.3% in July. That’s 

the fifth consecutive month
of year-over-year growth.

NBCU THE LATEST TO TURN UP HEAT ON NIELSEN
  NBCUniversal, which has sparred publicly with Nielsen 
in recent years, has issued a call for “measurement 
independence” in the media industry, Deadline reports.
  In an open letter, NBCU didn’t say it would outright shun 
Nielsen, which remains the dominant force in measurement 
despite challenges from Comscore and others. But it urged 
all measurement companies to offer alternative means of 
tracking viewing across linear TV and digital platforms. And 
it said it is in the process of building a set of “interoperable 
measurement solutions” from a “broad network of trusted 
partners,” indicating a plan to rely less on 
Nielsen in the future.
  In a statement, Nielsen responded,  
“We remain confident in our current 
measurement solutions and look toward 
a media future that is underpinned by 
measurement advancements that follow 
the consumer cross-platform journey and 
keep pace with the rapid advancements 
in technology.”
  A request for proposals went out from 
NBCU to 50 measurement firms on Aug. 
2. Responses were due yesterday.
  The moves also follow the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, which 
delivered underwhelming numbers for NBCU and resulted 
in numerous make-goods for key advertisers. On social 
and digital platforms, NBCU has cited strong numbers and, 
in relative terms, primetime broadcasts far outdistanced 
rivals on most nights during the two-weeks-plus of the 
Games.

THIS AND THAT
  CBS News and Stations has launched CBSN Baltimore, 
the 12th of 13 local direct-to-consumer streaming news 
services within the group. WJZ Baltimore is the station 
behind CBSN Baltimore. Round-the-clock streaming news 
service CBSN launched late in 2014. CBSN New York 
was the first local OTT platform to launch, late in 2018. 
The final CBSN Local platform in the CBS station group to 
go will be CBSN Miami. The platforms are ad-supported... 
For the first time since before the pandemic, The Kelly 
Clarkson Show will feature an in-studio audience when the 
syndicated talker returns for its third season on Sept. 13. 
The show, which featured a virtual audience after it returned 
to production last fall, airs in 100% of the U.S. across 200 
stations. It is set to succeed The Ellen DeGeneres Show 
in top time periods on the NBC stations in fall 2022.

SMI: U.S. AD MARKET EXPANDED 43% IN JULY
  The U.S. ad economy continues to recover from the 
COVID-19 ad recession, expanding 43.3% in July and 
marking the fifth consecutive month of year-over-year 
growth, according to a MediaPost analysis of data from 
Standard Media Index’s U.S. Ad Market Tracker.
  Relative to the pre-pandemic month of July 2019, the U.S. 
ad economy is up 15%.
  Significantly, smaller ad categories are outpacing the top 
10 in growth relative to both last year, as well as July 2019.
  The data indicates that smaller advertisers are relatively 
more elastic in their response to economic and advertising 
recessions relative to bigger ad categories.

SUNDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY


